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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS FOR IBPS CLERK
Type-1. Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions below:
 Seven people A, B, C, D, E, F and G are sitting in a row facing South, but not necessarily in the 

same order. Each of them belong to different professions- Engineer, Doctor, Pilot, Banker, Busi-
nessman, Teacher and Lawyer, but not necessarily in the same order. Each of them also like dif-
ferent movies- Baahubali, Kaabil, Noor, Phillauri, Jolly LLB, Raabta and Jagga Jasoos, but not 
necessarily in the same order.

 1.  F likes Noor and their profession is Pilot.
 2.  C is third to the left of B and is sitting at one of the extreme end of the line.
 3.  G likes Baahubali and their profession is Lawyer. 
 4.  D is sitting between B and F.
 5.  A likes Raabta and their profession is Teacher or Engineer. 
 6.  C’s profession is Banker and is neither likes Kaabil nor Jolly LLB. 
 7.  Only one person sits between G and D.
 8.  D likes Phillauri and their profession is Businessman.
 9.  A is sitting immediate right of G.
 10.  E does not likes Kaabil. B is neither Teacher nor Engineer.
 11.  The one who likes Jolly LLB is sitting right of A.
Q.1. Who is third to the left of the one who is Doctor?
  (1) F   (2) The one who likes Phillauri  
 (3) The one who likes Baahubali  (4) The one who likes Kaabil  
 (5) The one who is Banker
Q.2.	 Four	of	the	following	five	are	alike	in	a	certain	way	based	on	the	given	arrangement	and	hence	form	

a group. Which of the following does not belongs to that group?
  (1) C - Pilot   (2) F - Businessman   
 (3) D - Engineer    (4) G - Lawyer   (5) E - Teacher 
Q.3. What is position of A with respect to D?
  (1) Third to the left    (2) Fourth to the left      (3) Third to the right   
 (4) Immediate left    (5) Second to the left 
Q.4. Who amongst of the following like Jagga Jasoos?
  (1) C  (2) D  (3) G  (4) E  (5) B 
Q.5. Who amongst the following sitting at the extreme end of the line?
  (1) The one who likes Jagga Jasoos and the one who likes Kaabil
 (2) The one who is Pilot and the one who is Lawyer
 (3) The one who likes Noor and the one who likes Jolly LLB
 (4) The one who likes Jagga Jasoos and the one who likes Jolly LLB
 (5) The one who likes Jagga Jasoos and the one who is Doctor
Q.6. A belongs to which professions and likes which movie?
  (1) Teacher, Raabta   (2) Engineer, Raabta            (3) Pilot, Noor  
 (4) Doctor, Kaabil   (5) None of these 
Type-2. Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
 Four sisters Kim yong ching, Su zu ki, Kawasaki yakujama and Zing yong ping go to singing class-

es.Each of the sisters take away watch belonging to other sister and  a mobile belonging to another 
sister. Kim yong ching takes away the watch belonging to sister whose mobile is taken by Su zu ki 
while Su zu ki’s watch is taken by sister who takes Kim yong ching’s mobile. Zing yong ping takes 
mobile of Kawasaki yakujama.

Q.1. Who takes Kawasaki yakujama’s mobile?
  (1) Kim yong ching   (2) Su zu ki  (3) Kawasaki yakujama’s 
 (4) Zing yong ping   (5) None of these 
Q.2. Who takes Zing yong ping’s mobile ?
  (1) Kim yong ching   (2) Su zu ki   (3) Kawasaki yakujama
 (4) Zing yong ping   (5) None of these 
Q.3. Who takes Zing yong ping’s watch ?
  (1) Kim yong ching   (2) Su zu ki   (3) Kawasaki yakujama
 (4) Zing yong ping   (5) None of these 
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Q.4. Kim yong ching’s mobile takes by whom?
  (1) Su zu ki   (2) Kawasaki yakujama  (3) Zing yong ping 
 (4) Data inadequate   (5) None of these 
Q.5. Su zu ki’s watch taken by whom?
  (1) Kim yong ching   (2) Su zu ki   (3) Kawasaki yakujama
 (4) Zing yong ping   (5) None of these 
Type-3. Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below.
 Eight members 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are sitting in a circular table facing the centre. In which three 

of them are facing outside the centre.
 (1)  5 is sitting second to the left of 8. In which 8 is facing outside and 5 is facing centre.
 (2)  4 sits third to the right of 5 and second to the left of 6.
 (3) 7 is sitting third to the left of 1 and 1 is not immediate neighbour of 5 and 6.
 (4) The person facing outside the centre are not immediate neighbour of each-other. 
 (5)  2 is not sitting immediate left of 6. 
Q-1. Who is seated second to the right of 1 ? 
 (1) 8 (2) 7 (3) 2 (4) 3 (5) 4
Q.78. How many person are sitting between 2 and 3 ? 
 (1) None (2) One (3) Two (4) Three (5) Five
Qz-2. Who is seated third to the left of 3? 
 (1) 5 (2) 6 (3) 7 (4) 8 (5) 1
Q-3. Who is seated second to the right of 6? 
 (1) 5 (2) 7 (3) 8 (4) 1 (5) 2
Qz-4. What is position of 4 with respect to 8 ? 
 (1) Third to the right (2) Third to the left                (3) Second to the right 
 (4) Second to the left (5) Immediate right
Type-4. Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below.
 In the following questions, the symbols $, %, @, © and * are used with the following meaning as 

illustrated below.
 (1)  ‘P % Q’ means ‘Some Q are not P’. (2)  ‘P $ Q’ means ‘All P are Q’.
 (3)  ‘P * Q’ means ‘No P is Q’.  (4) ‘P # Q’ means ‘Some P are not Q’
 (5) ‘P @ Q’ means ‘Some P are Q’.
 You have to be consider the given statement to be true then you have to analyse which of the fol-

lowing	conclusion	is	definitely	true	.
Q.1. Statement :   P $ Q * R @ M % N # Q # S % Z
 Conclusion : 
 (1) M * P  (2) Q * S  (3) Z @ S  (4) M % P  (5) Q % M 
Q.2. Statement :   R % Q # P $ T * S
 Conclusion :  
 (1) S $ T  (2) T $ P  (3) R * Q  (4) T % P  (5) P % Q 
Q.3. Statement :    J @ Q * W @ T % M $ N
 Conclusion :
  (1) Q @ T  (2) N % M  (3) M % N  (4) N % T  (5) T % N 
Q.4. Statement :   A $ B * C @ D $ E # F $ G %  H $ I
 Conclusion :
  (1) H % E  (2) E % C  (3) D % A  (4) G % I  (5) G % E 
Q.5. Statement :  P * Q % R @ W # Z * M @ N $ O
 Conclusion :
  (1) R @ Z  (2) R % Z  (3) W * Z  (4) R % Q   (5) Z % O 
Type-5. Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
  Ravi walks 7 km. towards south and his wife walks 8 km. towards north. After some time both turn 

towards left and walk 5 km. Ravi's wife turns right and walks 2 km.
Q.1. What is the distance between Ravi and her wife?
 (1) 7 km.  (2) 12 km.  (3) 18 km. 
 (4) Cannot be determined (5) None of these
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Q.2. Now, if his wife turns right and walks 1 km. then she is facing in which direction?
 (1) East (2) West (3) North (4) South  (5) None of these
Type-6.In the following questions, the symbols @, ©, $, % and # are used with the following meaning as    

illustrated below:
 'X © Y' means 'X is not greater than Y'.
 'X $ Y ' means 'X is neither smaller than nor equal to Y'.
 'X % Y' means ' X is not smaller than Y'.
 'X@ Y' means 'X is neither greater than nor equal to Y'..
 'X # Y' means 'X is neither smaller than nor greater than Y'.
	 Now	in	each	of	the	following	questions	assuming	the	given	statements	to	be	true,	find	which	of	the	

two	conclusions	I	and	II	given	below		them	is/are	definitely	true	and	give	your	answer	accordingly.
 (1) If only conclusion I is true.   (2)  If only conclusion II is true.
 (3)  If either conclusion I or II is true.  (4)  If neither conclusion I nor II is true.
 (5)  If both conclusions I and II are true.
Q.1.   Statements:       Q©D, D%F, G$F, G@L
            Conclusions:      (I) Q@F (II) L@D  
Q.2.   Statements:        M$P, P# Q, Q@W, Y©W
            Conclusions:      (I) M#Y (II) P#W   
Q.3.   Statements:        A%S, S@D, D©F, F$G
            Conclusions:     (I) A@G               (II) S%F
Q.4.   Statements:       Z#X, C@X, C$F, F%I
            Conclusions:     (I) F@Z                 (II) C@I                                                 
Q.5.   Statements:       Q@W, W©E, E$R, R#T
            Conclusions:     (I) Q#R (II) W@T
Type-7.In a certain coding language:
 “rahul meet shyam banker” is written as “tu jo ai je”
 “going for a walk” is written as “me ba ga ma”
 “walk rahul meet golu” is written as “tu jo ga sa”
 “banker going for meet” is written as “tu ai me ba” 
 “difference person month” is written as “de su ja”
Q.1. What is code for “going”?
  (1) ba  (2) me  (3) je  (4) ma  (5) Either 1 or 2 
Q.2.  What does “sa” stands for?
  (1) walk  (2) golu  (3) a  (4) for  (5) Either 1 or 2 
Q.3.  What is possible code for “golu walk difference”?
  (1) sa de ja   (2) su ma sa  (3) ga sa me  (4) sa ga nor  (5) ja ga sa 
Q.4.  What is code for “person”?
  (1) su  (2) de  (3) ja  (4) Either 1 or 2   (5) Cannot be determined
Q.5.  What is code for “going for a walk”?
  (1) ba me ga sa   (2) ba ma ga sa  (3) jo me ga sa  (4) jo me ma ga  (5) ba me ma ga 
Type-8. Following questions are based on the information provided below.
 'A÷B' means 'A is the sister of B'  'A–B' means 'A is brother of B'
 'A×B' means 'A is the mother of B'  'A+B' means 'A is the father of B'
Q.1. How is K related to M in K÷N+R–M ?
 (1) Uncle (2) Aunt (3) Grand mother (4) Sister (5) None of these
Q.2. Which of the following means X is maternal uncle of Y?
 (1) B×K÷Y–X (2) K×Z+X–Y (3) R+S–X÷Y (4) X–B×K÷Y (5) None of these
Type-9. Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
 Eight family members Amit, Rohit, Sonam, Mona, Sunny, Rahul and Rakhi are travelling in a train 3 

AC compartment with sleeper Berth. Each of them has work in different Bank viz. Punjab National 
Bank, Canara Bank, Union Bank, Bank of India, Indian Bank, State Bank of India and Bank of 
Baroda. They occupied two lower berths, three middle berths and two upper berths. 

 Amit who works in Punjab National Bank is not on the upper berth and is father of two children. 
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 The one who works in Union Bank is the only other person who occupies the same type of Berth 
as that of Amit. Rohit and Rahul are not on the middle berth and they works in Bank of Baroda and 
Indian Bank respectively. Rahul is maternal uncle of Rohit. Sonam works in Bank of India and wife 
of Rahul who is son of Rakhi. Rakhi is neither work in State Bank of India nor an Union Bank. Sunny 
occupies same type of Berth as that of the one who works in Canara Bank and husband of Mona 
who is is daughter of Amit. Rohit is son of Mona.

Q.1. Whish of the following Bank does Rakhi’s works?
  (1) Canara Bank   (2) Punjab National Bank  (3) Indian Bank 
 (4) Bank of India   (5) None of these 
Q.2. Which of the following group occupies middle berth?
 (1) Rakhi, Sunny, Mona (2) Rakhi, Rahul, Sonam 
 (3) Rahul, Sunny, Sonam (4) Rakhi, Sunny, Sonam 
 (5) Cannot be determine
Q.3. Which of following combination of person-berth-bank is correct?
  (1) Mona-Lower-State Bank of India (2) Mona-Lower-Union Bank 
 (3) Rakhi-Upper-Canara Bank (4) Sunny-Upper-Indian Bank 
 (5) Sunny-Upper-Punjab National Bank
Q.4. Which of the following pairs occupy the lower Berth?
  (1) Amit, Rakhi   (2) Amit, Sunny  (3) Amit, Sonam  
 (4) Sunny, Rahul   (5) None of these 
Q.5. How many male members are there in the group?
  (1) Two   (2) Four  (3) Six  
	 (4)	Seven								 	 (5)	Either	four	or	five	
Q.6. How is sonam related to rakhi?
  (1) Daughter   (2) Son  (3) Father-in-law  
 (4) Mother-in-law   (5) Daughter-in-law 
Type-10. Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below :
 Nine members A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I are sitting in a circular table, In which seven of them 

facing centre while two of them facing outside the centre.  They all belongs to different countries 
namely J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R, but not necessarily in the same order.

 1.  C is sitting third to the right of I in which I is facing centre where as C is facing outside the 
centre.

 2.  D is sitting just to the right of A and B.
 3.  A, B and D are not an immediate neighbour of C and I.
 4.  A, B and D belongs to L, M and N respectively.
 5.  F sits third to the right of B and second to the right of G.
 6.  F and G belongs to Q and R respectively. H is facing centre.
 7.  E is second to the right of H and they belongs to O and P.
 8.  E is facing same direction as A where as D is facing same direction as H.
 9.  F is facing same direction as I.
Q.1. How many members facing towards the centre ?
  (1) Seven  (2) Six (3) Five  (4) Four  (5) Three 
Q.2. What is the position of C with respect to the one who belong to M ?
  (1) Fourth from the right  (2) Third from the right  (3) Third from the 

left  (4) Second from the right  (5) Second from the left
Q.3.	 Who	is	seated	fifth	to	the	right	of	H	?
  (1) A  (2) D  (3) B  (4) F  (5) G 
Q.4. Who belongs to country Q ?
  (1) A  (2) F  (3) D  (4) B  (5) H 
Q.5.	 Four	of	the	following	five	are	alike	in	a	certain	way	based	on	the	given	arrangement	and	so	form	a	

group. Which is the one that does not belong to that group?
  (1) I  (2) H  (3) D  (4) B  (5) A 
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EXPLANATION/IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
Type-1.

Q.1.(5) 

Q.2.(4)

Q.3.(1)

Q.4.(1)

Q.5.(4)

Q.6.(5)

Type-2. 
Person Watch Mobile 

Kim yong ching Zing yong ping Su zu ki

Su zu ki Kawasaki yakujama Zing yong ping

Kawasaki yakujama Su zu ki Kim yong ching

Zing yong ping Kim yong ching Kawasaki 

  yakujama

Q.1.(4)

Q.2.(2)

Q.3.(1)

Q.4.(2)

Q.5.(3)

Type-3.
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Type-5. 
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Type-6. 'X © Y' ⇒'X  < Y'.

 'X $ Y ' ⇒'X >Y'.

 'X % Y'⇒ ' X >Y'.

 'X@ Y ⇒ 'X < Y'.

 'X # Y'⇒ ' X = Y'.

Q.1.(4) Statement :  Q < D > F < G < L

 Conclusoins : 

 (I) Q < F  (False) 

 (II) L < D  (False)

Q.2.(4) Statement :  M > P = Q < W > Y

 Conclusions :

 (I) M = Y  (False)

 (II) P = W  (False)

Q.3.(4) Statement :  A > S < D < F > G

 Conclusions :

 (I) A < G (False)

 (II) S > F (False)

Q.4.(1) Statement :  Z = X > C > F > I

 Conclusions :

 (I) F < Z  (True)

 (II) C < I (False)

Q.5.(4) Statement :  Q < W < E > R = T

 Conclusions :

 (I) Q = R (False)

 (II) W < T (False)

Type-7.  rahul   = jo

 meet    = tu

 banker   = ai

 shyam    = je

 going      =  ba / me

 for           = ba / me

 a              = ma

 walk        = ga 

 golu        = sa

 difference  = su / de / ja

 person        = su / de / ja

 month         = su / de / ja

Q.1.(5)  Q.2.(2)  Q.3.(5)     

Q.4.(5)        Q.5.(5)

Type-8.

Q.1.(2) 

 

Q.2.(4) 

 

Type-9.

Q.1.(1) Q.2.(4) Q.3.(2)  Q.4.(5)

Q.5.(2) Q.6.(5) 
Type-10.

 

B-M

D-N

A-L

F-Q

J-C
R-G

O-E

K-I

P-H

Q.1.(1)  Q.2.(1)      Q.3.(4)    

Q.4.(2)     Q.5.(4)




